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https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/549058b0-ad2b-4334-281a-bbad1817898b-eng/Home?searchId=31710685&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/58e63205-6267-c8ab-d61a-1a565e20c09a-eng/Home?searchId=31710724&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/3517ad4a-23b4-6e85-e243-bffb3c546fc7-eng/Home?searchId=31710767&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/b83b1a8a-d757-0d36-1b85-61720ad5c963-eng/Home?searchId=31710744&recordIndex=2&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/c1054239-602e-c504-32db-04971e16eb4d-eng/Home?searchId=31710828&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/a0f8fbab-e347-d0d9-fecc-c5cf3843598e-eng/Home?searchId=31710795&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
http://benlib.org/


DEBUT
NOVELS

COMING SOON IN CASE YOU
MISSED IT...

This Spells Love by Kate Robb

Every Black Girl Dances by Candice Johnson

The Curse of Penryth Hall by Jess Armstrong

The Vacation 
by John Marrs
In Venice Beach, eight strangers at a
hostel harbor secrets and pasts they're
desperate to escape. The picturesque
paradise becomes a backdrop for
concealed dangers and deadly
mysteries.

Never Lie
by Freida McFadden
Newlyweds Tricia and Ethan, trapped
in a remote manor during a violent
storm, discover a secret room with
audio transcripts from Dr. Adrienne
Hale's patients, unraveling a terrifying
mystery.

The Final Curtain
by Keigo Higashino
Tokyo Detective Kaga investigates the
strangulation of Michiko Oshitani,
revealing a connection to his long-lost
mother's mysterious past. "The Final
Curtain" unfolds with unexpected twists,
concluding Detective Kaga's story.

The Weekend Retreat
by Tara Laskowski
At their Finger Lakes winery, the
wealthy Van Ness family's weekend
celebration turns sinister with jealousy,
betrayal, and violence. Laskowski
skillfully weaves a clever thriller,
blending Succession with Agatha
Christie.

Dumped by her boyfriend,
Gemma, with her sister, aunt, and
friend Dax, tries a love cleanse
spell. Unexpectedly, it erases her
ex from existence. To return, she
must make Dax her best friend
within a month, but as feelings
develop, she questions returning
to her old life.

Hollywood sensation JC Burke,
known for "Black trauma" films,
escapes to her hometown,
Parable, Texas, questioning her
career and strained partnership
with Hudson Pyke. A romance
with Luke Favors complicates
her decision to stay in Parable
or return to Hollywood's allure.

American heiress Ruby Vaughn,
post-World War I, confronts her
past in Cornwall. Forced to
revisit a foreboding estate, she
uncovers a gruesome death,
whispers of a curse, and
collaborates with a local Pellar
to unravel the truth.

In San Francisco's Chinatown, Vera
Wong, a shrewd, lonely woman,
discovers a dead man in her tea
shop, setting off a Knives Out
meets Kim's Convenience mystery.
As she investigates with her own
brand of detective work, Vera
unexpectedly forms friendships
and faces challenging dilemmas.

Milo seeks help from ex-best
friend Jasper to replace lost
Odyssey cards. To succeed, they
collaborate on a children's
hospital charity ball, reigniting
nostalgia and possibly
transforming their lost friendship
into something warmer amid
cosplay and card hunting.

Seventeen-year-old Lenni, living
in a Glasgow hospital's Terminal
Ward, forms an extraordinary
friendship with 83-year-old rebel
Margot. Facing the end of their
lives, they embark on creating one
hundred paintings, sharing a
century's worth of stories filled
with love, loss, courage,
tenderness, and joy. 

COMING 12/5/23

The One Hundred Years of Leni and Margo 
by Marianne Cronin

Out of Character by Anabelle Albert

Vera Wong’s Unsolicited Advice for Murderers 
by Jesses Sutanto

COMING 12/12/23

COMING 12/19/23

COMING 12/26/23

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3185055?searchId=31711504&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3203423?searchId=31711723&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3183858?searchId=31711870&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/e84ac067-1b36-fe3b-5bd8-f6aba7d66764-eng/Home?searchId=31712453&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/c216752c-b52a-eba0-2bed-6a114539e7bf-eng/Home?searchId=31712616&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/0d5c453a-759a-2993-16c2-88bb6b2738c7-eng/Home?searchId=31712768&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/ca4ba115-273e-19fc-8dad-df837f9b63c5-eng/Home?searchId=31712183&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/d6de78a6-040a-e5ba-b28d-44669e9d9f61-eng/Home?searchId=31711963&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3184009?searchId=31712089&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3175174?searchId=31712304&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex

